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Ground Rules (Ervin, 2014) 

1.  Be respectful/mindful of others 

2.  Self-reflect and become aware of your 
personal reactions 

3.  Know your limits and boundaries, disclosing 
only what is okay for you 

4.  Sit with tough emotions 

•  How do you know when you are feeling defensive? 

•  It’s not the emotional response but what you do with 
it that matters. 

 

Ground Rules (Ervin, 2014) 

5.  Listen to others' perspectives and ideas even 
when you disagree 

6.  Be open to giving and receiving feedback 
7.  Don't shut others down—and be aware when you 

feel shut down 
8.  Remember: 

–  You have the right to “screw up” in an attempt to 
understand yourself, your reactions, and the 
larger world 

–  You have the right to "let it be"  
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Adverse	Childhood	Experiences		

Adverse	Childhood	Experiences	
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Park,	Currier,	Harris,	&	Sla0ery	(2016)	

???	

 
Park (2010)	
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Beliefs	 Sense	of	meaning	
and	purpose	

Goals	 Values	

Meaning	
Systems	

Park & Folkman (1997) 

Meaning	

Global	 SituaVonal	

Park & Folkman (1997) 

h0p://www.rlease.dk/figures-english/	
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Trauma?	
	

A	poten&ally-traumaVc	
event???	

Reciprocal meaning-making model    
Park, Currier, Harris, & Slattery (2017) 
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Spirituality	
&	

Meaning	
Trauma	

Thirteen	Reasons	Why	

Meaning	
viola0ons	

AssimilaVon	

Ignore	or	
avoid	

discrepancy	

Lose	sense	
of	meaning	

A0empt	to	
make	

meaning	
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Global	Meaning:	Beliefs,	Goals,	Sense	of	Meaning	

Situa0onal	
Meaning:	
Assigned	
meaning	of	
trauma	

Consistent	
with	
global	

meaning?	

No	

Yes	

No	
distress	

Distress	

Meaning	Making	
•  Reappraisals	of	the	

trauma	
•  ReconsideraVon	of	

global	beliefs	and	goals	
•  Intrusive	thoughts	

Meaning	Made	
•  Changed		meaning	of	

trauma	
•  Changed	beliefs,	goals,	

sense	of	life	meaning	
•  Reconstructed	idenVty	
•  PercepVons	of	growth	

Park,	Currier,	Harris,	&	Sla0ery	(2017)	

Resources	 Examples	

Global	meaning	—individual	and	
cultural	beliefs,	values,	goals,	and	
idenVty		

Spirituality,	Benevolence,	
Meaningfulness,	Sense	of	Purpose,	
Commitment,	CollecVvism,	Familism		

SituaVonal	appraisals	and	styles	of	
approaching	the	world		

Hope,	OpVmism,	PosiVve	EmoVon,	
Empathy,	Hardiness,	Sense	of	
Coherence		

Self-appraisals		 Self-esteem,	Self-confidence,	Mastery,	
Control,	Agency,	Self-efficacy,	
Autonomy,	Independence		

Coping	strategies		 RelaxaVon	Skills,	AcVve	And	ProacVve	
Coping	Skills,	Reappraisal,	Social	Skills,	
EmoVonal	RegulaVon	Skills,	CogniVve	
Flexibility		

Interpersonal	and	social	connecVons		 Social	Connectedness,	Perceived	
Support,	High	Quality	RelaVonships		

Other	resources		 SES,	Intelligence,	PredisposiVon	for	
Good	Health,	Temperament,	Healthy	
Behavioral	PracVces,	Physical	Fitness,	
Previous	Success	With	Adversity		

Commitment/redemp0on	stories	

–  enjoys	an	early	family	blessing	
or	advantage		

–  bad	scenes	are	transformed	or	
redeemed,	with	good	outcomes		

–  is	sensiVzed	to	others’	suffering		
–  sets	goals	for	the	future	to	
benefit	society	

Contamina0on	stories	

–  start	well,	but	go	bad	
–  life	is	ruined,	contaminated,	or	
undermined	by	events	

–  I'm	bad,	the	world	is	bad	and	
unfair,	I	have	no	control,	and	
these	bad	things	will	conVnue	into	
future	

Life stories  
McAdams, Reynolds, Lewis, Patten, & Bowman (2001) 
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People who do well 
–  Acknowledge the way their 

life has been shook up by 
trauma 

–  Tell coherent story making 
sense of self and life 

–  Are optimistic 
–  Persevere 
–  Are active copers and use 

reappraisal 
–  Look for benefits stemming 

from trauma 

People who do not 
–  Cannot tell coherent story 

making sense of self and life 
–  Are pessimistic 
–  Perceive world as dangerous 
–  Avoid problems 
–  Manage pain rather than solve 

problems 
–  See world as unjust, unfair	

Predicting outcomes post trauma 
(McAdams et al., 2001; Pals & McAdams, 2004) 

Life	
sa0sfac0on	

Self-
esteem	

Coherence	 Depression	

Commitment		 .37**	 .28**	 .33**	 -.32**	
ContaminaVon	 -.40***	 -.56***	 -.46***	 .49***	

Correlations between life story and 
well-being (McAdams et al., 2001)  

*p	<.05.	**p	<	.01.	***p	<	.001.	

An Asian perspective 
Chan, Chan, & Ng (2006) 
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Jeanne	M.	Sla0ery:	jsla0ery@clarion.edu	

	


